
KLIMA Sureflex vineyard springs are specifically designed to help you save even 

more on your pruning costs.

KLIMA Sureflex Vineyard Springs 
KLIMA sureflex vineyard springs have been developed in collaboration with Strainrite Fencing 

Systems and Lincoln University. 

Our goal was to develop a product specifically for KLIMA 
customers.  We wanted a way to allow the driver to safely 
pick up the fruiting wires much closer to the end post than 
is currently possible.  After many attempts and extensive 
scientific development we are proud to introduce the KLIMA 
sureflex vineyard springs.

KLIMA sureflex vineyard springs work by reducing the 
recommended KLIMA pruning start point from 8m from the 
end post to only 3m! The inclusion of 1x KLIMA Sureflex spring 
allows you to reduce your manual pruning preparation by 10m 
per row*

They also allow you to use the KLIMA pruning system on rows 
as short as 40m long*!

KLIMA Sureflex Vineyard springs are Ideal for grape growers 
who are serious about reducing operating costs today and 
future proofing their vineyards against the never ending rise in 
the cost of manual labor.

*See over the page for more details.
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Allows for safe pick up of fruiting wires 
only 3m from the end post

Reduction of 10m/row of manual 
pruning costs

Allows use of the KLIMA system on 
rows as short as 40m

Less wire breaks at the pick up points

Easy and cheap to install  
Visit www.klima.co.nz  

for video instalation guide High static tension to avoid wires 
sagging under crop load



KLIMA Sureflex Frequently Asked Questions

      Should I install my Sure Flex Springs in a pattern?

Yes, for optimum efficiency we recommend installing your Sure Flex Springs at alternating ends. This allows 
the driver of the KLIMA machine to “pick up” rows at the end with the springs installed while following the 
normal KLIMA pruning pattern. 
E.g.

      How many do I need for short rows?

The following table assumes: 
-Wire is strained to 100 kgf static tension. 
-Maximum Lift is 1.1m (900mm fruiting wire lifted to 2m). 
-Back of the KLIMA machine is 3m or more away from the end assembly. 
-If 2x Sureflex springs are used they are to be installed at either ends of the row.

Row Length (m) 1 spring 
(per fruiting wire)

2 x springs 
(per fruiting wire)

30 x x

40 x √

50 x √

60 x √

70 x √

80 x √

90 x √

100 √ x

110 plus √ x

Sure Flex Springs

Sure Flex Springs

Q

Rows 100m long or greater

Rows shorter than 100m

Q
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